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Experience learning made easy―and quickly teach yourself how to manage your projects with
Project 2007. With Step By Step, you set the pace―building and practicing the skills you need,
just when you need them!Build a project plan and fine-tune the detailsSchedule tasks, assign
resources, and manage dependenciesMonitor progress and costs―and keep your project on
trackFormat Gantt charts and other views to communicate project dataBegin exploring
enterprise project management systemsYour all-in-one learning experience includes:Files for
building skills and practicing the book’s lessonsFully searchable eBookBonus guide to the
Ribbon, the new Microsoft Office interfaceQuick course on project management in the
AppendixWindows Vista Product Guide eReference―plus other resources on CDFor customers
who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be
found in the ebook.

From the PublisherKey Book Benefits:-Lets you take just the lessons you need or work from
cover to cover--you set the pace-Includes coverage of all the fundamentals, such as developing
a project plan, scheduling resources, and creating reports-Features easy-to-follow lessons and
hands-on skill-building exercises-Includes a companion CD with practice files and other
resourcesAbout the AuthorCarl Chatfield and Timothy Johnson are the authors of every version
of the popular Microsoft Project Step by Step going back to Project 2000.Carl is a principal
content project manager at Microsoft, where he oversees development of user assistance
material, UI text, and web content for a range of products and services.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Good, and simple reference to get you started. I purchased this book
while taking a college course on IT Project Management. I found the textbook for the course to
be a bit to cumbersome and so I sought the instructor's advice. He suggested that I consider this
Microsoft Press book and I was not disappointed. While I have not yet gone through the included
tutorial lessons, I did use the book as a quick reference while I was working through several
assignments. Step by Step is organized well and though it is designed as a tutorial, it is still
effective as a reference tool. In several cases I was able to flip to the index and then right to the
topic of interest. The clear language and plain examples made it easy for me to quickly
accomplish what I needed. If you are looking for a plain and simple explanation for MS Project
2010 and you already have a fairly good understanding of Project Management, then this book
will be a good companion for you.”

Raul, “Full and Practical. Once I get a Step by Step series book, and its operating model is just
what you need if you start from scratch or you're an advanced specialist looking for updates.
Very precise and clear explanations and companion CD with samples files for practicing just
rocks!, you have the entire scenario and just need to get creative to escalate your neverending
questions to the sample scenario, which is just as clear to see as on the field.2007 version is just
what I spected from the book, covering every topic from basic use to advanced control and
tracking and integration with Project Server. You can notice PMI orientation in product, and that's
quite good worked on the book.I missed some information regarding some intelligence moved
from Office Project to PWA (Server), like enterprise fields and server settings (well I supposed I'll
get new stuff from the next MOC for Project Server)If you want to solve questions regarding the
use of the product, or maybe you're trying to get quite the expertise for a terrific project
management,this book will do the job”

Kris R. Trafton, “Incredible MS Project Reference. One of the best reference books I have ever
read (and I have read a lot of them). The authors take you 'step by step' through every critical
feature in MS Project. The procedures are very straightforward; there is virtually no way to screw
up their instructions. Even if you know nothing about project management, you will have no
trouble with this book. In fact, this book will teach you more than how to use MS Project, it will
also teach you about project management. I really can't say enough positive things about this
book.My only small criticism is that many of the figures are not labeled. I found myself labeling
some of the more ambiguous figures myself.Nonetheless, I still have no trouble giving this book
5 stars.”

Mister G., “A great assist. if you are looking for a book that can help you utilize the MS Office
tools then this book can help.I don't rate any book a 5, just because I don't like reading enough
to rate any book a 5.The order was easy and shipped promptly and was as advertised.No book



seems to have all the answers but this book can definitely be a useful tool.”

Lanny Taylor, “Read. I think this is going to be pretty good for what I need. In the construction
industry we use schedules all of the time and this may be a pretty good program. I have not read
the entire book but it does show how to use the program which is a good think. Not being use to
the program I believe this will be good info to start with.”

Thule1, “Great used book. 09/30/14. Good book for the basic information. Many of my
government clients use older versions of MS Project and this book provides the basic
information to effectively utilize the tool. Buying used books is the smart way to go for older
products as there are many used books available in great condition, as is this one.  Good buy.”

MBA candidate, “This is good workbook, however. This is good workbook, however, I lost the
track in the middle of book, because of so much details! I wish more practical example the writer
could add to the book.”

dandez8, “Excellent intro to MS Project. This book is a very good introduction to MS Project. I
used this book to come up to speed on how to use MS Project and found this book very useful.
The tutorials were very clear and easy to follow and made sense. I would recommend this book
as a good intro to MS Office for a brand new user.”

Douglas F., “Covers what you need to know. It did a reasonable job of explaining MSProject. I
can now do some basic project plans. It’s quite a thick book and the demo version of Project
included on the enclosed CD is a bit clunky. It’s pretty version specific which is a bit frustrating
hence 4 stars”

Eagleboy, “It Does What It Says On The Tin. This book is an absolute must for those about to
use MS Project. Using the book in tandem with the CD, it takes you through all the functionality
of Project in 'plain English'. You can work your way through the book at your own pace and the
'Quick Reference' in the front of the book is invaluable. Another useful feature is the 'Tips' boxes
which re-inforce learning. All in all, the book is worth every penny and has saved me hours by
removing 'trial and error'.  A 'must buy' for Project Managers using MS Project!”

Walton, “Good book - comprehensive and well thought out. This covers most of the topics you'll
need to know and whilst being long and informative, has been written in a way where it's easy to
skim over and pick up the key bits if you're a fast learner. Just covered 1/2 this book in 4 hours
today and have got a pretty good graps of using Project now. Recommended”

Ewok, “Easy to follow. Brilliant.. This book is brilliant.It does exactly what is says in the tin.Step-
by-step, easy to follow directions on how to use office project.An invaluable book in my course



on Project Management.”

Gareth JR Williams, “Simplifies a Complex piece of Software. This book is well written and
presented. MS Project is an extremely complex piece of software and this book takes the reader
in very easy stage through it, with plenty of practical examples and working examples.I would
definitely recommend it.”

The book by Beth Melton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 94 people have provided feedback.
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